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1. Modelspecification

In this section we will analyse how a given structural form

spcification of a model can be rewritten in other, basically equivalent,

specifications. Starting point is the structural form of the model

~ B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt t Et

where

(1.1) j

t - 1,2,...

B(L) - B~ f B1L f... f Br Lr; B~,....,Br are kxk matrices,
B~ is non-singular.

A(L) - A~ f A1L f... f Ap Ls; A~,...,As are kxm matrices.
IA(z)I- 0 andlB(z)I - 0 have no common roots.
All roots of ~B( z)I - 0 lie outside the unit circle.

I Et is a widely stationary stochastic process with mean zero.

The model defined in (1.1) can be interpreted as a simultaneous equations

system with lagged dependent variables or if BQ - I

system of difference equations. If BS ~ I we obtain

cation by premultiplying the structural form (1.1)

if B~ - I the structural form (1.1) is identical to

as a multivariate
the reduced form specifi-
with the matrix B~1;
the reduced form. In

our further analysis we will always assume that B~ - I so that (1.1)

defines the reduced form.
The widely stationary stochastic process {Et} can be generated

by an AR, MA of ARMA scheme of finite order. We assume that {Et} is defined

by an ARMA-scheme

(1.2) P(L)Et - Q(L)Ut

where {Ut} is a white noise process, P(L) and Q(L) are matrix polynomial

equations in the lag operator L of order p and q. The assumption that

all roots of ~P(z)~ - 0 lie outside the unit circle guarantees that {Et}

is a widely stationary stochastic process. Flzrther we assume in order

(to make (statistical) identification possible or) to avoid redundancy

in the model specification, that B(L), A(L) and Q(L) have no common
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roots and that Q(L) and P(L) have no common roots. We note that a

necessary condition for the identification of the autoregressive struc-

ture of the Yt process and the autoregressive structure of the Et process

is the presence of exogenous variables.
In (1.1) we have defined a scheme which generatesa stochastic

process {Yt}. One might ask if there is a stochastic process {Yt} which is

a solution of (1.1) and under which conditions such a solution is unique.

Assuming fixed initial va,lues Y~,Y-1,...,Y1-r we obtain from (1.1) by

succesive substituting

Yt - Bt(L) A(L).Xt f B~(L)YD t Bt(L)Et t - 1,2,.:.

where

t-1t T T
(1.3) Bt - T~C (C )11L

B~ -(Ct)11 t(Ct)12L t... f(Ct)1r Lr-1

and (CT)1~ are determined from the algorithm, described on

Page 9.

For given fixed unitial values the stochastic process {Yt} defined in
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(1.3) solves (1.1) and is uniquely determined 1).

The stochastic process {Yt, t- 1,2,...} defined in (1.3) is

non-stationary; however if the sequence {Xt, t- 1,2,...} is uniformly

bounded. e.g. ~Xtl ~ C for all t, and if'{Et} is a widely stationary

stochastic process we can find constantsCl and C2 such that

I)~ yt] I ~ C1 for all t

Var[ Y`t] ~ C 1 for all t

and further we can show that

lim Var[ Yt]
t-~

and
lim E[ (

Yt-~ yt] )( Ytfs-~ Ytts] )]
exist .

t-~
To prove these results we have to use the stationarity assumption of the

{Et} process and the property that the variance of Yt is not affected

by the bounded sequence {Xt},

We can replace the fixed initial conditions YO' Y-1'" ''Y1-r in

(1.3) by the assumption of stochastic initial conditions, e.g. by

1) {yt} is an unique solution of (1.1) if for every other solution
~{yt, t- 1,2,...} with the same fixed initial values;

)~ yt - yt]2 - 0 or if Yt - Yt a.e. for t- 1,2,...

The uniqueness of the solution can now be shown as follows:

let {Yt, t- 1,2,...} and {Yt , t- 1,2,...} be solutions of (1.1) with

given fixed initial values and define y't - Yt - Yt then follows from

substituting {Yt} and {Yt} in (1.3) and subtracting both results

Y-t - 0 a.e. for t- 1,2,...
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arbitrary random variables Y0, Y-1,...,Y1-r with finite variances. A

slight generalisation is then possible if we assume that YO,Y-1'" ''Y1-r
belong to a stochastic process {Yt, t-...-1,0,1,...} so that the

2)
proces {Yt, t- 0,-1,-2,...} is widely stationary.

The approach in (1.3) is similar to the so-called final form

solution of Theil and Boot of a simultaneous equations system with

lagged endogenous variables. The form defined in (1.3) will therefore

be called the final form specification of the model.

A specification which has gained some popularity in macro-

economic models 3) is the specification of the model in the form of

final equations. By suitable transformations we find, if (1.1) is not

a block-recursive system ~).

(1.4) ~ IB(L)IYt -~L) A(L)Xt f b(L)Et t- sfl,st2,...

s - (m-1)r

YO'Y-1'" ''Y1-r are fixed initial values

Y1'" " 'Ys-1 are determined from (1.3)

B-1(L) - b(L)~IB(L)I; b(L) is the adjoint matrix and IB(L)I '

is the determinant of B(L).

The unique solution of (1.~) is the stochastic process {Ytlt - stl,st2,...}

defined in (1.3). Zhe autoregressive coefficients of the endogenous

2) See e.g. B.B. v.d. Genugten, WS V, 1976.
v.d. Genugten shows under which conditions with respect to the scheme
(1.1) an unique solution {Yt, t-...-1,0,1,...} exists.

3) See Tinbergen (1939).
~) See K. Wallis (1975). The term block recursivity now applies to the

matrix equation B(L) and not only to BO as is usual in the theory
of simultaneous equations systems.



variables are identical for all equations in the system (1.4).

If B(L) is block recursive we can write ( 1.1) as

(1'S) B11(L) 0

B21(L) B22(L)

Y1t

Y2t

A1(L)

I- A2(L)
E2t

where Ylt is a klxl vector and Y2t is a(k-kl)x1 vector. The corresponding

final equations can be found in Wallis If the matrix polynomial

B(L) is block-recursive, specification (1.5) would imply common factors

in both sides of (1.5) and thus redundancy.

In addition to the basic structural form specification (1.1)

we can define slightly different structural forms; e.g. let the structural

form of a model be given by

(1.6)~ B(L)Yt - Dt(L) A(L)Xt t Et t- 1,2,...

where

Dt(L) - E AT LT where 11 is a diagonal matrix with elements ai,
T-0

so that lail ~ 1 for i- 1,....,k.

t-1
B(L), A(L) and Et are defined in (1.1)

The roots of ~A(z)I - 0 are not equal to ai1, i- 1,...,k.

The unique solution of (1.6) is the stochastic process {Yt, t - 1,2,...}

so that

(1.7) Yt - B}(L)D}(L)A(L)Xt f B~(L)Y~ f B}(L)Et t - 1,2,....

for given fixed initial values YO'Y-1'" .'Y1-r' and Bt(L),B~(L) are defined

in (1.3).

Xt } ~ E1t

Writing D(L) - I- l1L we can define the super reduced form corre-
sponding to (1.6)



(1.8) D(L)B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt f D(L)Et t- 2,3,~,....

where Y0, Y-1,....,Y1-r are fixed initial values

Y1 is determined in (1.7)

Specification (1.6) and (1.8) are equivalent in the sense that the

unique solution of (1.8) is the stochastic process {Yt, t- 2,3,...} defined in (1.7)

The structural form specification (1.6) defines the same "infinite"

lag structure for all exogenous variables in one equation and, in principle,

different lag structures for each equation. If we wish to define different

"infinite" lag structures for all or some variables in one equation we

can define the structural form

(1'9) r B(L)Yt - D1t(L)A1(L)X1t }... t Dmt(L)Am(L)Xmt } Et t- 1,2,...

where
B(L) and Et are defined in (1.1)

Aj(L) is a k~variate vector polynomial equation, j- 1,...,m.
tt1

D~ - E t1~ LT where t1j is a diagonal matrix with elements a.i
t T-0 ~

so that ~ajil ~ 1 for all i,j.

The roots df~A~(z~ - 0 are not equal to a~i , i- 1,....,k en j- 1,...,m

For given i.nitial values YO,Y-1,...,Y1-r the unique solution of (1.9) is the

stochastic process {Yt, t- 1,2,...} given by
r

(1.10) Yt - Bt(L)D1t(L)A1(L)X1t}...tB}(L)Dmt(L)Am(L)Xmt}B~t(L)YOfBt(L)Et, t - 1,2,...

where Bt(L) and B~(L) are defined in (1.3).
Analogously to (1.8) we can define the super reduced form as,

writing Dj(L) - I - IIjL,

i
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(1.11)`~ Dm(L)Dm-1(L)...D1(L)B(L)Yt - Dm(L)...D2(L)A1(L)Xlt t ...

.c
t Dm-1(L)...D1(L)Am(L)XmttDm(L)...D1(L)Et t - mtl,mt2,...

I where YO,Y-1,...,.Y1-r are fixed initial values

~ Y1,...,Ym are determined in (1.10)

The specifications in this Section are written in matrix polynomial

equations of lag operators, which is natationally convenient but sometimes

difficult to interpret. To illustrate the definitions given in this Section

we will give some examples where these definitions and corresponding trans-

formations are used.

Example 1
Let the structural form be given by

B(L)Yt - Dt(L)A(L)Xt t Et t- 1,2,...

where

(1.12) ~ B(L) - I t B L; B-

A(L) - A

I ai I ~ 1

t-1 a 0
Dt(L) - E AT LT, A- 1

or

(1.13) Y1t - S1 Y1t-1

Y2t - S2 Y2t-2

T-0

m t-1
T

i~1
a11 T~O ~1 Xl,t-T

T
~ a2i ~ ~2 Xi,t-T

0

0 a2

J

-,

i

r
t

1,2,...

E1t t - 1 ,2

Le2t

By suitable transformations we obtain the super reduced form



-a

(1.14) Y1t-(~1ts1)Y1t-1 t a1s1 Y1t-2 - Ea1i Xi~t f elt- a1E1t-1

Y2t-(~2}S2)Y2t-1 } ~252 Y2t-2

for t - 2,3,~,...

By succesive subsitutions we obtain the final form from (1.12) for given

initial values Y10' Y20
m t-1 T .r T-r

Ylt~ iE1 a1iT ~0 r~0 ~1 ~1 Xi,t-T

(1.15)

r T-r
Y2t ~a2i ~ ~ ~2 S Xi,t-T

Example 2

Let the structural form be given by

Ea2i Xi~t t e2t- ~le2t-1

t
S1 Y10

t
S2 Y20

(1.16) r B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt f Et

where

t - 1,2,...

t-1 T
E s 1 E 1,t-T

T-0

f

t-1 T
T~0 S2 e2,t-T

B(L) - I f BL, B- b 11 b12 ~ B is a neg. def. matrix with char.

b21 b22

roots Yi, where

A(I,) - A

~ 1, i - 1,2.

We can write (1.16) as



(1.17) Y
1 ,t-1 } b12 Y2,t-1

,t-1 } b22 Y2,t-1

Ea1i X1 t} e1t t- 1,2,...
~

~ 2 X2 t 2t

of model (1.16) can be found after some transformations5)The final equations
and is given by

(1.18) Y1t t ~b11

Y2t } (b11

} b22)Yl,t-1 - (b11b22

} b22)Y2,t-1 - (b11b22

t

- b12b21)Y1,t-2

- b12b21)Y2,t-2

~(b22a1i-b12a2i)Xi,t-1 } E1t}b22 E1,t-1-b12 e2,t-1

~(b11a2a b21a1i)Xi,t-1 E2t}b11 E2,t-1-b21 E1,t-1~a2iXit }

for t - 2,3,...
Finally we can find the final form by applying the algorithm to be

described below.
The algorithm referred to in (1.3) is as follows. Let

(1.19) B(L)Yt - Xt t Et

where B(L) and Et satisfy the assumptions made in (1.1). Then we can rewrite

this r-th order system of difference equations in a, formally equivalent,

5) The final equations can be found by subtracting the form

-b22 b12 ~ ~Yt-1 t B Yt-2~

b21 -bll

from (1.16) or (1.17).
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system of first order difference equations

(1.20) Y1t

Y2t

B1 ....... Br r,t-, ~- -,Xt
0I 0

Yrt
.. -

I 0 Yrt-1

where Ylt - Yt'" ''Yrt - Yt-(r-1)'
compact notation as

(1.21) Yt - C Yt-1 t Xt } Ét

0

0

0

System (1.20) can be written in a more

where Yt, C, Xt and Ét are defined from ( 1.20) and (1.21).

By successive substitutions follows from (1.21)

t-1 t-1
(1.22) Yt - E CT Xt-T } Ct YO f E CT Ét-T

T-0 T-0

and, since we need only the first vector element of Yt,

t-1 r t-1
(1.23) Y1t -~(CT)11 Xt-T t E(Ct)1~ Y~0 t E(CT)11 Et-T

T-O ,J-1 T-O

T
where (CT)1~ is the corresponding submatrix of C and Y1t - Yt'

Y10 - YO' Y20 - Y-1' ".'Yr0 - Y1-r'



2. Likelihood function and M.L. estimators for the reduced form

2.1. Likelihood function

The model to be analysed can be written as

(2.1) B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt f et t- 1,2,...

where {et} follows an ARMA-process defined by the scheme

(2.2) P(L)st - Q(L)ut t - 1,2,...

where {ut} is a multi-variate white noise process with contemporaneous

convariance matrix ~ and mean zero and P(L) and Q(L) are matrix

polynomial equations of order p and q. Further we assume that the roots

of B(L) and P(L) lie outside the unit circle, that B(L) and A(L),

have no common roots
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and that P(L) and Q(L) have no common roots.l)

The super reduced form (S.R.F.) can be seen as a special case of

(2.1). Let B(L) - D(L)B1(L) and Q(L) - D(L)Q1(L) then (2.1) can be written as

(2.3) D(L)B1(L)Yt - A(L)Xt t et

where P(L) e~ - D(L}Q1(L)ut

so that the difference between the S.R.F. and the R.F. appears from a

different specification of the stochastic structure of the error term.

If the R.F. hasheen obtained from a system of simultaneous

equations the parameters of B(L), A(L) and the covariance matrix of S2

are subject to non-linear restrictions which follow from the specification

of the structural form and the transformation of structural form to R.F..

1) This assumption is stronger than the assumption of no redundancy (Redundancy
is the phenomenon that (2.1) is observationally equivalent with the structure
D(L)B(L)Yt - D(L)A(L)Xt f D(L)Et where the roots of~D(z)f- 0 are all

outside the unit circle. See. eg. M. Hatanaka (1975).) Our assumption
guarantees that (2.1) is not obtained by a transformation of the following
type: let

(i) B1(L) - A1(L)xt } P 1(L)Q(L)tlt
then we can transform (i) to

(ii) P(L)B1(L)Yt - P(L)A1(L)Xt f Q(L)ut

or (iii) B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt t et

where B(L) - P(L)B1(L), A(L) - P(L)A1(L) and et - Q(L)ut. In our approach

(2.1) reflects an underlying economic theory and is not a for -mal repre-
sentation of an observable {Yt}-process.

If a theoretic foundation of the model specification (i) is lacking
it is more convenient to use specification (iii) which shows striking
analogies with the well known ARMA-models in the formal prediction models.
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See e.g. Koopmans, Rubin and Leipriik (1950, p. 121~).

If ut has a multivariate normal distribution we can write the

logarithm of the probability density function of (u1,...,uT) as

T
( 2. 4) C- 2 ln I S2 ~- 2 E ut St-1 ut

t-1

From ( 2.2) and ( 2.4) follows for given fixed initial values e0,e-1,...,e1-p

and u,...,u the probability density function of (e1,...,eT). For fixed
0 1-q

(EO,...,e~-p; u0,...,u1-q) ( 2.2) defines an one-to-one transformation of

(u1,...,uT) into ( s1,...,eT). Th Jacobian of this transformation is

~ a ut T
(2'S) ~ae - QO - IQOIs ~

8ut(aE )
s

.

QO

and the logarithm of the conditional probability density function of

(e1,...,eT) can be written as

T
(2.6) C- 2 lnl S2 I- T 1nIQ0l- 2 E ( gt(Et~et-1~...,e1'ROt))~

t-1

Q01~ SZ-1 Q01(gt(Et~Et-1~...,e1'ROt))

.

where QO ut - gt(Et'Et-1'" ''E1~ ROt) and ROt is a function of fixed initial

values. The linear vector functions gt(.) can be (recursively) obtained
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from (2.2).~).
Since ( 2.1) defines an one-to-one transformation from (e~,.. ,eT)

into (Y1,...,YT) for fixed initial values (Y~,...,Y1-r) we can analogously

obtain the probability density function of (Y1,...,YT). The Jacobian of

this transformation is 1, since B~ - I, so that the logarithm of the probability

density function of (Y1,...,YT) is

(2,7) ~- 2 1nIS2~ - T 1nIQ0~ - 2 E(gt(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt,...,Rpt))Q~1)~-1Q~1(gt(.))

Given the probability density function of (Y1,...,YT) for given

fixed initial values (YD~...~Y1-r'EO'" ''E1-p' u0'" "'u1-q) and the cor-

responding log-likelihood function we can obtain ML-estimators for the

parameters of B(L) and A(L) and theparametersof P(L), Q(L) and S2. The

number of parameters can be fairly large so that M.L.-estimators for tbis

model are only meaningflil for large samples.

If we can approximate the ARMA-process of {et} by a finite order

A.R.process or a finite order M.A.process a substantial reduction in the

2) It is of course possible to obtain directly the covariance matrix of
(e1,...,eT) which are realisations of the ARMA process defined by

P(L)et - Q(L)ut t - ... ,-1,~,1,2,...

Let (e11,...,c1k'~~~'eT1'" ' 'ETk) have covariance matrix E then the

loglikelihood function is proportional with

- 2 1nIEl - 2 e' E-1E

where e-(E11'~~~'e1k'"~'eT1'" ''ETk)' Using this specification we can

easily derive the loglikelihood function of (Y1,...,Yt) for fixed initial

values Y~,....,Y1-r. Since E will have in general a very complicated structure,

ML estimators based on this structure will require laborious computations, so
that for multivariate models at least this approach does not seem desirable.
However Kang (undated) suggest that for small samples M.L. estimators
based on this specification (which does not depend on given fixed initial
values e~,...,e1-p) are better than ML estimators based on specification (2.7).
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number of parameters is possible. Let us firstly analyse the case where

the ARMA-process can be approximated by a A.R. process of order p 3)

(2.8) P(L)et - ut t - 1,2,...

where {ut} is a multivariate normally distributed white noise process

with mean zero and non-singular covariance matrix Sl and (e~,....,E1-p)

are fixed initial values.
Combining (2.8) in (2.1) we obtain

(2.9) P(L)B(L)Yt - P(L)A(L)Xt t ut t - 1,2,...

3) Let {et} follow from the ARMA scheme

P1(L)et - Q(L)ut

and assume that the finite order M.A.process r~t - Q(L)ut can be approxi-

mated by the infinite M.A.process nt - P21(L)ut so that the roots of

IP2(z)`- 0 lie outside the unit circle. We obtain

P1(L)Et - P21(L)ut

or

P1(L)et - ut

or P(L)et - ut where P(L) - P2(L)P1(L).

Second order A.R. processes can be used to describe a wide variety of
weight distributions, so that in many practical situations the finite
M.A. process can be adequately approximated by a second order A.R. process.

~.v
f r.
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~). Sincewith fixed initial values ( YO,...,Y1-r-p) ( u1,...,uZ,) are independerit
multivariate normal variables we can easily obtain the prob. dens. function

of (Y1,...,YT). The log likelihood function of (Y1,...,YT) is

(2.10) C- 2 1n1521 - 2 E(P(L)(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt))' 52-1(P(L)(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt))
t

since the Jacobian of the transformation is 1 if BO - I and PO - I.

Model (2.9) is a special case of the more general model

(2.11) B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt f ut

where {ut} is a white noise process which demonstrates that in many practical

cases it will be very difficult to distinguish between the autoregressive

structure of the {Yt} process and the autoregressive structure caused by

the AR process of the error term et. Identification is only possible if the

regression equation contains..exogenous variables. See e.g. L. Kenward (1975)

or D. Hendry (1975) where the specification (2.9) is tested against the more

general case (2.11).
If the stochastic process of {et} is generated by a finite order

M.A. scheme

(2.12) et - Q(L)ut

we can write model ( 2.1) as

t - 1,2,...

(2.13) Yt -(B(L) - I)yt t A(L)Xt f Q(L)ut

k) The fixed initial values (Y-r'" ''Y1-r-p) follow from

et - B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt t- 0,...,1-p

where (E O,...,e1-p) and (YO'" ''Y1-r) are given fixed initial values.
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'i'iic: :;~unple ( Y 1,...,YT) can then be written in a very compact form as

(2.11~) Y-YRtXafrlfQ.u

where (2.13) is the t-th row of (2.11~) and rl is a.vector of fixed initial

"effects" such that

(2.15)

L C,.........C,Qq,.....QCI
We can rewrite (2.14) as

(2.16) Y- Z d t Q u

or

(2.17) u-Q 1 (Y-Z S)

uT

Since u is a vector of independent multivariate normal variables

we can easily obtain the log-likelihoodfunction of Y-(Y1,...,YT). The

logarithm of the prob. density function of u can be written as

C- 2 ln IStI - 2 u' (I ~ 52-1 )u

In (2.17) an on-to-one transformation from u into Y is defined with Jacobian

IQCIT so that the log-likelihood function of Y is

(2.18) C- 2 ln ISZI - T 1nIQCl - 2 (Y-Zd)'Q 1'(I ~ 52-1)Q-1(Y-Z8)

Usu~.i~y QD wi11 be the ïdentity matrix so that LnIQCI - 0, and Q1,...,Qq

will be diagonal matrices which greatly simplifies the (kxT)x(kxT)

matrix Q.
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2.2. Ma.ximum likelihood estimators

The computation of M.L. estimatorsfor the model (2.9) is rather

laborious. The log likelihood function is a function of the parameters

g, a, ~r, 52-1 corresponding to B(L), A(L), P(L) and the covariancematrix

of ut. We can maximize L(R, a, ~r, 52-1) with respect to SZ-1 and then maximize

the "concentrated" function Lc(s, a, ~r IS2-1) with respect to a, S, ~r. This

procedure yields the global maximum of L(S, a, ~r, St-1)1). Differentiating
-1

(2.10) with respect to S2 gives as first order conditions 2

(2.19) á~-1 - 2 SZ - 2~(P(L)(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt))(P(L)(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt))' - 0

which implies that at the maximum

(2.20) SZ-1 - ( T E(P(L)(...))(P(L)(...))']-1
t

and that the concentrated likelihood function can be written as

L(~~ a, ~~~-1) - C- 2 1n IT E(P(L)(...))(P(L)(...))'~
t

which is a complicated non-linear function of ( s, a, ~r).
If however P(L) -~I and all equations have the same regressors the

log likelihood function can be written in the notation of the multivariate

regression model as

1) In this and subsequent sections it is implicitly assumed that
0-(a, s, ~, ~) (or the class of prob. distributions PO) is identifiable.

2) See for the differentiation of matrix expressions T.W. Anderson (1958)
a(y'Bz)

or H. Theil (1971, p. 31, 32 ). Important results are aB - Y z',
alo A - (A,)-1.

,

aA
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L-- 2 ln ISZI - 2( Y~- (Ik ~ Z~)8)'(~-1 ~ IT)(Y~-(Ik ~ Z~)ó)

where Y~ - (Y11'"''Y1T'"..'Yk1'""'YkT)''

7~ - (Y-1,...~Y1-r' X1~1,...,X1~1-s~....,Xm~1,...,Xm,1-s)' Xi,1 - (Xi~1,...,Xi~T)'

and ë-( R, a). The M.L, estimators of (R, a, 52-1) are then ( see T.W.

Anderson, (1958, Section 8.2).

d - (Z~~ Z~)-1 Z~' Y~

52-1 - ~T E(B~)Yt - A(L)Xt)(B~)Yt - A~Xt)~]-1

A direct iterative procedure to obtain the ML estimates in the

general case uses an initial estimate S2(0) and then maximizes in the first

step

(2.21) L(R~ a, ~~SZ(0)) - C- 2 1nI52(0)I - 2 E(P(L)(...))'(S~(0))-1(p(L)(...))
t

with respect to S, a and ~r, which is equivalent with minimizing the generalized

sum of squares in the third term of (2.21). The resulting estimates can be

used to compute an estimate S2(1) using ( 2.20). In the second step we repeat

this procedure replacing SZ(0) in (2.21) by S2(1) and using the resulting

estimates of R, a, ~r to compute S2(2). This procedure is continued till ~

convergence occurs. To guarantee that the absolute maximum of the likelihood

function is reached we have to repeat this procedure for several initial
3)

estimates S2(0). See e.g. Chow, G.C. ( 1968) .

A further simplification of the computation procedure is obtained

if we use an iterative procedure where SZ and the parameters ~r of P(L) are

in the first step replaced by initial estimates S2(0) and ~r(0). In the

first step we have to maximize

(2.22) L(S, a ~S2(0), ~(0))

3) Another possibility is to use the constrained direct search technique
(e.g. Box's Complex method (1965)).
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which yields (R(1), a(1)) which can be used to compute S2(1) and n(1), using

the residuals et1) - BlL)Yt - A(L)Xt. The iteration is continued till convergence

occurs, and is repeated for several initial estimates S2(0) and ~r(0).

Under certain additional regularity conditions the ML estimators

defined in (2.19), (2.21) and (2.22) have desirable asymptotic properties.

We can interpret model (2.9) as a special case of the model which is

analysed in the study of Koopmans, Rubin and LeiFnà.k (KRL) (1950) on

FIML-methods for simultaneous equation models~). M.L. estimators of these

models are under appropriate regularity conditions consistent, asymptoti-

cally normally distributed and asymptotically efficient in the Rao sense

(see e.g. P. Schónfeld (1971, Vol II, p. 289).

We can also ignore the prior information on (2.9) so that we

obtain the linear model (2.11). In T.W. Anderson(1971, Section 5.4.5.5)

it is shown, for the univariate case, that the ML estimators.-of thi.s model

are consistent and asymptotically normally distributed.
The covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution can be ob-

tained from the likelihood function, see K.R.L, (1950, Section 3.3.10),

or P. Schónfeld (1971, Section 18.3.5). A numerical procedure to compute

the estimated covariance matrix can be found in S. Schim van der Loeft

and R. Harkema (1974).

Analogous to the M.L. estimators for the model (2.9) which is

based on an autoregressíve model with an error-term which follows a

finite order A.R. process we can define M.L. estimators for an autoregressive

model with an errorterm which follows a finite order M.A. process. We can

also define an iterative procedure to compute the M.L. estimates. This

model implies more burdensome computations since it requires the computation

4) The model analysed by K.R.L. can be written as

Yt - II Vt f Ut

subject to ( non-linear) restrictions on the parameter matrix II

~(II,R) - 0
where Vt is vector of lagged endogenous and exogenous variables and
{ut} is a multivariate normally distributed white noise process.
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of the matrix Q 1 in (2.18) in every iteration.

Further it is more difficult to obtain the asymptotic properties

of the M.L. estimators. The M.L. estimators of S in model (2.16) are

equivalent with the M.L. estimators of the transformed model

(2.23) Yt - ft(Yt-1~...,Y1,Xt,...~X1~ n~ a~ B~ Q 1) t ut

where ft(.) is a non-linear function of a fixed number of unknown parameters
a, S, Q 1, the fixed initial effects n and all (previous) observations

Y
- This model differs from the model analysed in the study of K.L,R. (1950)

or in Anderson(1971). In a paper presented at the North American Regional

Econometric Conference(1966.), Phillips A.W.(1966) has shown for the univariate

case, and under the assumption that {ut} is, a normally distributed white

noise process and that certain regularity conditions are satisfied, that

application of the M.L. approach will yield consistent and asymptotically

efficient estimates of all unknown parameters5).

5) The model (2.23) contains the unobservable begin effect n: for T large
we can safely ignore this term. Since the influence of n on the value
of the likelihood function converges to zero if T-r ~ it is impossible
to obtain as consistent estimators of this effect. See Dhrymes (1971).
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2.3. Conclusion

The M.L. estimators defined in this Section require rather complicated

computing techniques. In the next Section we will define more-step G.L.S.

estimators which are computationally simpler and have the additional

advantage that they do not require normality of the errorterm ut.

A sometimes decisive advantage of the M.L. estimators is their

close connection with the likelihood ratio test. Likelihood ratio tests

can be used to test different modelspecifications such as (2.9) versus

(2.11).
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3. More-step G.L.S. estimators for the reduced form

Starting point are the model specifications (2.9) and (2.11). To

estimate (2.11) we use a more step procedure. In the first step we apply

O.L.S. to (2.11) and use the O.L.S. residuals to compute an estimate of the

matrix ~, ~(0). In the second step we compute G.L.S. estimates of (a,~)

by minimizing

(3.1) E(B(L)Yt - D(L)Xt)'(~(0))-1(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt)
t

with respect to the coefficients a and S of A(L) and B(L)1). These estimators

are, under the modelassumptions with respect to (2.11) and some other

usual regularity conditions, consistent and asymptotically normally

distributed. In fact the GLS estimators defined in (3.1) are consistent and

as. normally distributed for every matrix ~(0) which converges in probability

to a non-singular matrix2).
The covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution of the GLS

estimators is difficult to obtain and depends on the way an estimate ~

is obtained. See Amemiya and F`uller(1967)or Dhrymes(1971)for some simple

cases. If however all equations of model (2.11) contain the same set of

regressors, the GLS estimators defined in (3.1) are equivalent with the OLS

estimators of each equation seperately. Using lemma 9.2.1 of Schónfeld (1q71)

we can then easily obtain the covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution.

1) We can also compute non-linear GLS estimators which minimize

(3.2) S(a~~~~) - E (B(L)Yt-D(L)Xt)'~-1(B(L)Yt-A(L)Xt)
t

The estimates a, ~, ~ which minimize (3.2) can be found by an iteration
process as described in Section (2.2).

2) Writing ~(0) - P'P the form (3.1) can be written as

(3.3) E (P B(L)Yt-P D(L)Xt)'(P B(L)Yt -PA(L)Xt)
t
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Estimators of model (2.9) can be obtained in a similar way as estima-

tors of model (2.11). In the first step we apply unrestricted OLS to model

(2.9) and use the OLS residuals to compute an estimate of the matrix S2, S2(0).

In the second step we compute restricted G.L.S. estimates of (a,~,n) by mini-

mizing

(3.4) E(P(L)B(L)Yt-P(L)A(L)Xt)'(~t(0))-1(P(L)B(L)Yt-P(L)A(L)Xt)
t .

with respect to (a,s,~r). Comparing the results of model (2.9) and (2.11) we

can test the validity of the restrictions used in (3.4). These tests are analo-

gous to the likelihood ratio tests referred to in Section 2.

In Schónfeld (1971, p. 67) an alternative least squares estimator

is suggested for an autoregressive model with autocorrelated errors. Let

the model be

(3.5) B(L)Yt - A(L)Xt } Et

P(L)et - ut

In the first step we apply OLS to (3.5) and use the OLS residuals to compute

extimates ~r(0) of the parameters ~r of P(L) and an estimated covariance matrix

S2(0) of the multivariate random variable ut. These estima,tes are used in the

second step where we obtain GLS estimates which minimize

continuation note 2

Minimizing (3.3) as function of (a,~) implies that the estimates (á,6) are

the OLS estimates of the transformed model

PB(L)Yt - PA(L)Xt t P ut

The OLS estimator for this model, with temporary uncorrelated errors, is
constistent and asymptotically normally distributed.
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(3.6) E(P(~)(L)B(L)Yt-P(S)(L)A(L)Xt)~(~(0))-1

(P(0)(L)B(L)Yt-P(0)(L)A(L)Xt)

The residuals Yt - Yt in this step can be used to obtain estimates ~r(~),

St(~) which can be used in a next iteration. The procedure is continued

till convergence occours and can be repeated for several initial values

~(0), S~(S) to assure that the global minimum is reached. This procedure is analo-

gous to the simplified iterative M.L. procedure described in Section

2.2; its asymptotic properties in the case that ut has no norma.l distribu-

tion are not clear.
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4. Instrumental variables estimators for the reduced form

The use of M.L. or more step G.L.S. estimators in models with
lagged dependent variables is only justified if we know the maximum
order of the AR proce'ss of the error term in advance. Misspecification
of the order of this A.R.process implies inconsistent estimates if the
order is too low and implies inefficier.t estimates if the order is
too high ( See Amermiya and Ftizller (1967).

We can avoid the risk of inconsistent estimates due to an
underspecification of the order of the error A.R.-process by using I.V.E.
(instrumental variable estimators). Let us write the multivariate model
as

(4.1) Y - xb } E

where Y - ( Y11'"''Y1T'""'Yk1'""'YkT)~' X-[Ik ~ V] where V is
a matrix of lagged endogenous variables and exogenous variables and
d-(d1,....,dk)'. The I.V.E. is now defined as (see D. Hendry ( 1975a) and
Sargan (1964)) `the vector b which minimizes

(4.2) (Y - Xd)' M(Y - X8)

where M- Q(Q'Q)-1 Q'; Q-[Ik ~ W] and W is a matrix of instrumental

variables. W consists of the exogenous variables in V plus lagged

exogenous variables corresponding to the lagged endogenous variables in

V1 ).
The first order conditions of (4.2) yield

(~.3) d - (X'M X)-1(X'M Y)

if W has been chosen so that (X'M X) is a non-singular matrix.

1) If Q- I we obtain the OLS estimator as a special case of the I.V.E.
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The estimator d can be written as

(4.4) d - IIk ~ ((v'w)(w'w)-1(w'v))-1((v'w)(w'w)-1w'] Y

so tnat

(~.5) ái - (v'w(w'w)-1W,v)-1 v,W(W~W)-1 W'Yi

The estimator d defined in (~.2) is equivalent with the I.V. estimator

which follows from the eguations

(4.6) Z'Y - Z'X d f Z'e

where Z- X'Q(Q'Q)-1 Q' so that Z'X is a nonsingular . matrix.
The I.V.E. is under general conditions consistent and asymptoti-

cally normally distributed 2) though asymptotically less efficient than

the G.L.S. estimator based on the true correlation structure of the error

term. See eg. Sargan(196~) and Dhrymes ~1971).

We can also define a generalized instrumental vairables estimator

(G.I.V.E.) which is based
matrix of e. Let Cov (et
ó' which minimizes 3).

on information about the contemporaneous covariance

et) - St then we define the G.I.V.E. as the vector

2) Let Plim T X'Q be a non-stochastic matrix then under very general

conditions we obtain

Plim T Z'e - plim T X'Q plim T(Q'Q)-1 plim T Q'e - 0

which implies the consistency of d.
To prove asymptotic normalily we need additional assumptions

with respect to the moments of e.

3) If Q- I we obtain

( Y-Xd ) ( 52-1 ~ IT)(Y-Xd)

which yields the G.L.S. estimators for the multivariate model with
contemporaneously correlated errors with covariance matrix SZ.
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(~.7) (Y - Xd)'N(Y-Xd)

-~ where

N - (~-1 ~
IT)Qj Q' (~-1 ~ IT)Q] -1 Q' ( St-1 ~ IT)

The G.I.V.E. can also be interpreted as the I.V.E. of the transformed

model, using S~-1 - R'R,

(~.8) Y~ - X~ d f e~

with corresponding matrix of instrumental variables Q~` and
M~ - Q~`(Q~~ Q~)-1 Q~~ where Y~ - PY, X~ - PY, Q~ - PQ and

(1~.9) P'P - [R' ~ I2,][R ~ IZ,] - [~-1 ~ I l

From the first order conditions of (4.7) follows

(1~.10) d - (X' NX)-1 X'N Y

Since X-[ Ik ~ V] , Q-[ Ik ~ W] we find after some manipulations

(4. 11 ) d-[ SZ-1 ~ V,W(W'W)-1
W,V] -1 [~-1 ~ V,W(w,W~-1

W,] Y

- [Ik ~ (V'W (W'W)-1 W'V)-1 V'W(W'W)-1 W']Y

or

(4.1z) ái - (v'w)(w'w)-1 w'V)-1 v'w(w'w)-1 W'Yi



so that G.I.V.E. and I.V.E. are equivalent for this special case ~).

A disadvantage of I.V. methods is that they are asymptotically

less efficient than M.L. or G.L.S. estimators (for correctly specified

models). In general I.V. estimators are very useful to provide initial

estimates for more-steps estimation procedures.

4) If X~[ Ik ~ V~ we can still define a matrix Q and a G.I.V.E. analogous

to (4.7). These estimators can be shown to be consistent and asympto-
tically normally distributed, even if we replace the matrix S2 by

an estimated matrix S2 so that Plim S2 - S2, or a,ny other non-stochastic

non-singular symmetric matrix.
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5. Estimation of the final form

The final form specification is given in (1.3). We can derive

the (conditional) likelihood.function of (Y1,...,YT) given the fixed

initial values. For properly chosen initial values this likelihood.function

will be equivalent to the likelihood-funct icn already obtained in Section

2, equation (2.7). This implies that the M.L. estimates based on the

likelihood.function of the final form are identical to the M.L. estimates

based on the likelihood function of the reduced form.
It is however possible to obtain slightly more general models

by assuming

(5.1) ( Yt - B 1(L)A(L)Xt f e
1 t

with

l P(L)et - Q(L)ut

t - 1,2,...

where {ut} is a multivariate white noise process 1). If the exogenous
variables in (5.1) have no common lag distributions we can define, if
there are m regressors,

(5.2) Y- E B.1(L)A.(L)X t et i i t t
i-1

with

P(L)et - Q(L)ut

1) We assume again that all roots oflB(z)I- 0 and~P(z)~- 0 lie outside
the unit circle, and that B(L) and A(L), and P(L) and Q(L), have
no common roots. See footnote 1, Section 2.1.
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From the most general model (5.2) we can arrive at the most restrictive

model (1.3) by imposing restrictions on the coefficientsof Bi(L), Ai(L),

and P(L). Comparing the estimation results of the different models

it is possible to test the validity of these restrictions.

D.A.Pierce (1971,1972) derives direct ïeast squares etimators for

(the parameters of) the specifications (5.1) and (5.2) for the univariate

case. If ut has a normal distribution these leest squares estimators are

equivalent with the maximum~ likelihood estimators. The estimators

are under appropriate regularity conditions consistent and asymptotically

normally distributed. Further Pierce obtains the covariance matrix of

the asymptotic distribution.
The direct least squares estimators require, particularly for

multivariate models, laborious non-linear computing methods. Further

these direct least squares estimators are highly sensitive for an under-

specification of the order of the correlation structure of the error

term. In example 1 we will show that for a simple model where the error

et follows a second order A.R. process the direct L.S. estimators

are inconsistent if we falsely assume that the order of the A.R. process

of the error et is one. In this example it is also shown that O.L.S. or

more-step G.L.S. will yield consistent estimators of the most important para-

meters even if the order of the A.R. is misspecified (too low).

Example 1. Let

(E.1) Yt - aXt } et

and

(E.2) Et - p 1 Et-1 } p2 Et-2 } ut

where {ut} is a white noise process and the roots of (1-p1 z-p2z2) - 0

lie outside the unit circle.
Let us wrongly assume that
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(E.3) Et - P Et-1 t ut

so that we define the direct least squares estimates (a, p) as the vector

which minimizes

(E.~)
2

E(Yt - P Yt-1 - a Xt f p a Xt-1) .

Thus the direct least squares estimator of (E.1) under assumption (E.3)

is equivalent with the,nón-linear least squares etimator of the non-linear model

(E.5) Yt - P Yt-1 t a Xt - P a Xt-1 } nt
r~t - et - P Et-1

where nt is wrongly assumed to be serially uncorrelated. If (E.2) holds

then nt is serially correlated so that, since (E.5) contains lagged endoge-

nous variables,,the least squares estimator of (E.5) under assumption (E.3)

will yield inconsistent estimates of a.
Now let us define a more-step estimation procedure where in the

first step OLS is applied to (E.1). Then we find that the OLS estimator
2

a is consistent and moreover.~ that the "estimator" p-(E et et-1), ~ et.1'
where et are the OLS residuals, has a fixed probability limit. If (E.2)

holds we fínd

(E.6) plim p - E p2 p1 - P1I(1-p2)
i-0

Using p we transform, in the usual way, (E.1) to

(E.7) Y~ - a Xt t et

and apply in the second step OLS to the transformed model (E.7) so that

(E.8) a~ -( X~~ X~)-1 X~~ Y~ - a f(~~ X~)-1(X~~ e~)

~F' i~
Since Plim(X TX )-1 exists and is , non-stochastic we conclude

~t' ~
that Plim a~ - a if Plim(X TE )- 0. We obtain
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(E.9)
~' x

Plim(X Te )- Plim T E

~
- Plim XTs

(Xt - p Xt-1)(et - p Et-~)
.. X'-.~E

- Plim p Plim T

X' E X' e
- Plim p Plim -~ f Plim p2 Plim -~T -~T

- 0 f 0 f 0 f 0- 0.

Thus we conclude that the more step G.L.S. estimator is consistent.

We wil concentrate in this Section on two-step G.L.S. estimators

which seem more robust then direct (generalized) least squares estimators

and which are in general more easy to compute. Let the model be specified

in (5.1) We will confine our selves to models where the error et follows

a krth. order A.R. process. To estimate (5.1) we have to use non-linear

estimation techniques.
The general form of a multivariate non-linear model is

Yt - gt(o) } ~t

Wlth

P(L)et - ut

oEe

where gt(0) is a vector function. We car~ write the i-th component of this

system of equations as

(5.~) Yit - git(Di) t Eit Oi E Ai ; i - 1,...,k

where e- ei x 02 x ,., x 0m. From (5.1) follow certain restrictions on Oi

which can be written as
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(5.5) R(0~,....,Ok) - 0

or as

p~ E 6R,....,Ok E Ak so that 0 E 6R

1where AR - OR X... x ek.

The unrestricted O.L.S. of (5.3) is defined as the vector 0 E 6

which minimizes

k
(5.6) ~ (Yt-gt(0))'(Yt-gt(0)) -

i~l t
(Ylt-git(Oi))2

The unrestricted O.L.S. of (5.3) is thus identical to unconstrained O.L.S.

for the seperate equations. Under certain regularity conditions these esti-

mators are consistent. See Appendix B. The O.L.S. residuals con be used to

construct in a second step Feasible Generalized least Squares which are

under appropriate regularity conditions consistent and asymptotically

normally distributed. See Appendix B for a detaited treatment of F.G.L.S.

estimators.
To test the restrictions (5.5) we can use the asymptotic distribution

of the F.G.L.S. estimators. A computationally more simple test procedure

is based on a comparison of generalized sums of squared residuals under

the different hypotheses.2). Though computationally more simple the (asym-

ptotic) properties of this test procedure are more difficult to obtain. In

Appendix A, Section 7, we have shown that a test statistic based on the

M.L.-residuals is asymptotically equivalent (or at least approximately

equal) to a likelihood ratio test which has under appropriate regularity

2) Let S~ be the generalized sum of squares under HD and let S2 be the

generalized sum of squares under H~ (S2 ~ S~) then the test-statistic
is defined as

T-(S1 - S2)~(S2~n)~n - number of observations

and HD is rejected if T~ T~. To compute T~ we have to determine the
(asymptotic) distribution of T~.
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2
conditions asymptotically a X distribution. It seems reasonable to

expect that the F.G.L.S. estimator defined in App. B is, in the case of

a normally distribted ut, asymptotically equivalent with the M.L.-estimator,

in the sense that

Plim ~(OFGLS - GML ') - 0'

We may thus expect that the asymptotic distribtuion of the test-statistic

based on the F.G.L.S.-residuals can be approximated by a X2 distribution

with the usual number of d.f.

Remark
If the weights of the lagdistribution B 1(L)A(L) in (5.1) are

concentrated on small lags, say the first p periods, we can approximate

the infinite lag distribution defined by B-1(L) A(L) by a finite lag

distribution. This finite lag distributions has weights W~, W1,...,Wp

corresponding to lags of 0,1,...,p periods, so that

Wi ~ 0, E Wi - 1 , i- 0,...,p.

The assymption of a finite lag distribution reduces the model (5.1) to a

linear model

(5.7) Yt - B1 Xt f... f Bp Xt-p } Et

which can be analysed in the context of the general (multivariate) linear

model. See eg. P. Dhrymes(1971,Ch 8) or J. Kmenta (1971, Ch 11)
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6. Estimation of final equations

Finally we can write the model as a system of final equations,

defined in (1.14). The (conditional) likelihood function of (Y1,...,YT)

is for properly chosen initial values equivalent to the likelihood function

obtained in (2.17). It is however possible to interpret. (1.11~) as a

special case of the more general model

(6.1)~ BD(L)Yt - A(L)Xt f et

with

P(L)et - Q(L)ut

where BD(L) is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements are polynomial

equations Bi(L). ' It is of course assumed that the roots of~BD(z)I- 0

andlP(z)I- 0 lie outside the unit circle and that Bi(L) and the corresponding

A.(L) have no common roots (and that P(L) and Q(L) have no common roots).
i

Estimation of (6.1) requires complicated methods since we have

to take in account the correlation structure of st (lagged endogenous

variables:). Neglecting the presence of contemporary correlation between

eit and uit (i - 1,....,k) we can estimate each equation of (6.1) seperately.

The problem of estimating one equation of (6.1) reduces to the problem of estimatin~

univariate `rstochastic difference equations. Under certain regularity
conditions consistent and asymptotically normally distributed estimators

can be obtained. Since we neglect the contemporaneous correlation structure

of et these estimators will not be efficient. (These estimates can be used

to compute (initial) estimates of the contemporary covariances between

eit (or uit, i- 1,...,k) which can be used in a system estimator of (6.1).)

It is thus possible to reduce a system of multivariate difference
equations to a system of Seemingly Unrelated Regression equations such
that each (lagged) endogenous variable appears in only one regression
equation . The advantages of this transformation are not obvious as far as
the estimation procedure is concerned.
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Appendices

Appendix A and Appendix B will be published as a separate paper in

the series "Ter Discussie" of the K.H.T.
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